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Wahaca Mexican Food At Home
Trees Can't Dance began over 4 years ago at the world's most northerly chilli farm. Against
all conventional horticultural wisdom Dan May began growing chillies in the wilds of
Northumberland. It wasn't long before Dan had to find something to do with all the produce.
Disappointed with the quality of the chilli sauce brands available in the UK, he hit on the
idea of filling a gap in the market by producing his own sauces using home-grown
ingredients. In this fabulous book, chilli guru Dan shares more than 70 recipes celebrating
chillies in all their varieties and strengths. Acquaint yourself with the history of chillies, how
to grow them at home and how to identify the key varieties. There are ideas here for every
kind of dish: soups and salads; nibbles and sharing plates; mains; side dishes; sauces, salsas
and marinades; sweet things and drinks. Mouthwatering recipes include Thai Beef Noodle
Soup; Moroccan Spiced Lamb Burgers; Texas Marinated Steak with Stuffed Mushrooms;
Sweet Chilli-glazed Ham; Quick Chilli Lime Mayonnaise; three fiery pasta sauces; Chilli
Pecan Brownies; and Chilli Hot Chocolate. Dan May once worked as a landscape
photographer and he started grow chillies in 2005. Before he knew it, he had the world's
most northerly chilli farm. Trees Can't Dance now supplies a range of chilli sauces
throughout the UK, Europe, the Middle East and beyond.
A chic and empowered approach to mixing drinks in style, A Woman's Drink is the ultimate
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cocktail book for ladies. Filled with gorgeous cocktails and favorite drinks from notable
women, this chic package celebrates a new cocktail culture that's distinctly and
unapologetically feminine. Inspired by Brooklyn bars Elsa and Ramona, the cocktails here
capture the joys and pleasures of making the perfect drink at home. Whether you're drinking
solo, drinking with a plus one, or drinking with a crowd, there's a recipe for every occasion.
Featuring 50 mixed drinks—including classics like Cosmos and Negronis, as well as new
spins like Elderflower Bellinis—the cocktails in this book are strong, spirited, and bold, just
like the women who drink them.
The past decade has seen Copenhagen make a real mark on the world's gastronomic map
and it has become one of Europe's most exciting foodie destinations. Throughout the city a
new cuisine has emerged: eclectic and experimental, yet respectful of Danish culinary
tradition. And it's a measure of its success that the latest Michelin Red Guide awarded no
fewer than 12 stars to Copenhagen restaurants — more than it lavished upon Rome, Madrid,
Berlin, Milan or Vienna. British chef Paul Cunningham is something of a star himself in his
adopted home of Copenhagen. It was an affair of the heart, rather than anything culinary
that first took him to Denmark more than 10 years ago – he fell in love with a Danish girl
while they were both working in the UK and, ready for adventure, he followed her home.
Until September 2011 he ran his own Michelin-starred restaurant in an iconic glass pavilion
in the middle of the picturesque Tivoli Gardens. He is now about to embark on a new venture
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at a superbly restored old country inn with five bedrooms, kitchen garden and butchery.
Taking inspiration from his winter globetrotting trips Paul's resulting menus span the world
in an exciting, ever-changing array of dishes rewritten every fortnight. Paul Food (which
won a Gourmand Cookbook Award in 2010 for the best Danish language cookbook) is his
first book to be published in English. His previous books Madjournal, The Paul, Incognito
Royale and Paul's Grill have also been groundbreaking productions. Paul Food contains 100
recipes organized month-by-month and spiced up with his anecdotes from 25 worldwide
locations – so he goes to Paris in January, Barcelona in May, October he is in New York
where he visits the best restaurants in the city that never sleeps, he goes hunting for truffles in
Vilanova, as well as creating dishes at his Danish summerhouse, showing what he can do
with glorious Danish and Scandinavian ingredients. The book also describes what takes place
when former president Clinton steps into The Paul and is treated to Lobster à L'Américaine.
A recognized authority on Mexican cuisine has updated and expanded several of her classic
cookbooks to present hundreds of traditional recipes, as well as new instructions for
ingredient use, new cooking techniques, and additional recipes.
Week in a Day
Andalusia
Eat Korean
A Woman's Drink
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Adventures in Food & Freedom
The Food of Oaxaca
Honey & Co.
An exploration of Mexican cuisine presents recipes for main dishes, sauces
and desserts, ranging for simple to sophisticated
If you love having friends and family round for dinner or simply rustling up
fresh, fast food, Mexican cooking is fun, fantastic and full of flavour. One of
its brightest stars, Wahaca chef and food writer Thomasina Miers shares
the recipes she has gathered since she first fell in love with the country
aged 18, reinventing the classics with accessible ingredients to
demonstrate how exciting and delicious traditional Mexican food can be.
Whether you're looking for street snacks full of punch, rich, hearty stews,
or sensational, spicy wraps, Thomasina's Mexican Food Made Simple is
bursting with recipes you'll want to eat and share: soft corn tacos and
tostados; little cheesy things (Quesadillas); a great Mexican chille con
carne; Grilled Seabass or succulent Lamb Chops with homemade salsas and
tortilla chips; and to finish churros with chocolate sauce. The book features
vibrant food photography throughout, and step-by-step guides to folding
the perfect burrito, eating a taco (no knives and forks allowed), making a
sizzling table salsa, and much more. And with Thomasina's guide to the
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world's hottest Chillis, ingenious cheats, and helpful menu planner,
Mexican Food Made Simple has everything you need to put together a
fantastic Mexican feast at home.
Hors d'oeuvres have a reputation for requiring frou-frou ingredients that
are difficult to identify—let alone locate in a grocery store. (When's the last
time you ate an amuse-bouche at home?) It's about time for an appetizer
cookbook that has fun with the concept of tasting an entire meal in one
bite! With Tiny Food Party!, Teri Lyn Fisher and Jenny Park share super
quick and easy recipes for little bite-size munchies—delightfully miniature
versions of all your favorite foods! Thinly slice shallots, batter and fry 'em,
add with a creamy buttermilk ranch sauce, and you've got dainty Bite-Size
Onion Rings. Use mini cupcake tins to bake up sweet Little Cheesecakes! Or
fill small rectangles of pie dough with Nutella and marshmallow, bake until
crispy, decorate with icing—and sprinkles, of course—and you've got
irresistibly charming Mini Homemade Pop Tarts. Tiny Food Party! includes
Adorable Appetizers, Itty Bitty Entrees, Pint-Size Desserts, and Teeny-Tiny
Cocktails that you can serve in shot glasses or tea cups. With full-color
photographs of every single recipe plus tips and tricks for seriously
downsizing your favorite recipes scattered throughout, this lighthearted
little cookbook is lots of fun!
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From the mythical heart of Greece to the fruits of the Black Sea coast; from
Croatian and Albanian flavours to the spices and aromas of Turkey and
beyond – the cuisine of the Eastern Mediterranean is a vibrant melting pot
brimming with character. Accompanying the major BBC Two series, Rick
Stein: From Venice to Istanbul includes over 100 spectacular recipes
discovered by Rick during his travels in the region. The ultimate mezze
spread of baba ghanoush, pide bread and keftedes. Mouthwatering garlic
shrimps with soft polenta. Heavenly Dalmatian fresh fig tart. Packed with
stunning photography of the food and locations, and filled with Rick's
passion for fresh produce and authentic cooking, this is a stunning
collection of inspiring recipes to evoke the magic of the Eastern
Mediterranean at home.
Desert Island Dishes
Chilli Notes
Bold Recipes for Bold Women
Mexico from the Inside Out
Indulgent recipes without wheat, dairy or cane sugar
7 Ways
Easy Mexican Food Favorites
‘A fantastic and heartfelt book, full of recipes that make you feel like
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Spain should be your home.’ – Tom Kerridge Bordering Spain's southern
coast, Andalusia is a place where the past and modernity blend together
to form a rather magical destination. From sandy beaches to amazing
architecture, buzzing tapas bars and flamenco dancers, it's full of passion.
Not just a feast for the eyes, Andalusia is also a food-lover's paradise. In
Andalusia, award-winning chef José Pizarro takes readers on a journey
through it's most delicious dishes. Many of the dishes go back to Moorish
times – or earlier – and each of the eight provinces has their own special
dish. Try your hand at Pork loin with pear and hazelnuts, Prawns baked in
salt with mango, chilli, coriander salsa, and a rather boozy Barbary fig
margarita. Written in José's signature fuss-free style, this is genuine, boldtasting Spanish food, easily made at home. Andalusia is all about simple
pleasures: a glass of wine or sherry, a piece of cheese or ham, and good
company. Set to the backdrop of beautiful location shots, Andalusia is a
must for anyone who loves authentic, simple Spanish food.
'To me, home cooking means having fun with great ingredients without
having to spend a fortune. It means spending some time, but not all the
time, cooking nourishing flavoursome food. This book includes all my
kitchen essentials and they are delicious and totally do-able.' This
inspiring guide for the home cook is about enjoying good food any day of
the week. Thomasina Miers, founder of Wahaca and Guardian weekend
cook has collected her most-loved recipes; recipes that she has fed her
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friends and family at her always busy kitchen table, recipes made up of
family classics or food inspired by her travels and her favourite foodwriters and chefs. And she has made these gorgeous recipes achievable,
time-friendly and fuss-free. There are irresistible recipes ranging from
marmalade & poppy-seed muffins to a show-stopping seafood paella, a
mouth-watering Mexican crab mayo to picadillo, the crispiest ever chicken
thighs (which she makes for her children) to her upside-down rhubarb
cake. She includes simple recipes for making the perfect poached egg, an
immaculate short-crust pastry or a cheat's guide to Sunday roasts. And
every recipe includes a follow-up meal idea so that ingredients or sauces
can be repurposed and your week and your food shop get that little bit
easier. Bursting with imaginative ideas, big flavours and personality
Home Cook includes 300 recipes and beautiful photography throughout.
*** Discover the delights of modern Korean cuisine and enjoy the first
cookbook from the founders of the increasingly popular Busan BBQ.
There's a great buzz around Korean food right now, and it's no surprise
given the delicious, addictive flavours of the cuisine. With more than 100
recipes, this book offers a thorough introduction, making Korean cooking
easy for any cook. From Korean store-cupboard essentials and classics
such as kimchi, japchae (stir-fried Royal noodles), bibimbap (Korean
mixed rice) and mandu (dumplings), through to modern twists on Korean
recipes including the irresistible Bulgogi Burger, sticky spare ribs and the
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ultimate Korean Fried Chicken, this book is packed with inventive,
delicious recipes that will open your eyes to how great modern Korean
food is.
Over 70 tasty taco and moreish nacho recipes to indulge your cravings and
bring the spirit of Mexicana into your home!
The Red Hot Chilli Cookbook
Outrageously delicious recipes (plus stories and dating advice) from a
food-obsessed gay
Ciudad de Mexico
Our home cooking and street food
The Cookbook
Vibrant Vegetarian Recipes
Maximum flavour, minimum fuss: the ultimate in vegan food
"In The Food of Oaxaca, chef Alejandro Ruiz introduces home cooks to the vibrant
foods of his home state--"the culinary capital of Mexico" (CNN)--with more than 50
recipes both ancestral and original. Divided into three parts, the book covers the
traditional dishes of the region, where Ruiz grew up; the cuisine of the Oaxacan
coast, where he spent many years; and the food he serves today at his acclaimed
restaurant, Casa Oaxaca. Here are rustic recipes for making your own tortillas,
and preparing memelas, tamales, and moles, as well as Ruiz's own creations, like
Duck Tacos with Coloradito, Jicama Tacos, and Oaxacan Chocolate Mousse.
Interspersed are thoughtful essays on dishes, ingredients, kitchen tools, and local
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traditions that transport the reader to Oaxaca, along with an extensive glossary
to help American readers understand the culinary culture of Mexico. Also included
are recommendations for the best places to eat in Oaxaca, making this an
indispensable volume for home cooks and travelers alike"-The debut book from Mexico's best chef, Enrique Olvera, pioneer of
contemporary, authentic Mexican food and global gourmet influencer. Enrique
Olvera is the most famous and celebrated Mexican chef working today. Olvera's
restaurant Pujol was ranked #1 in Mexico and #20 in the world at the World's 50
Best Restaurant Awards. This is his first book and the first ever high-end chef
cookbook in English on Mexican cuisine. It captures and presents a new
contemporary Mexican style of food, rooted in tradition but forward thinking in its
modern approach. Olvera has pioneered and defined this new way of cooking and
belongs to a global group of gourmet influencers that includes Noma's René
Redzepi, Dom's Alex Attala, Osteria Francescana's Massimo Bottura and elBulli's
legendary Ferran Adrià. Olvera rethinks how to use traditional, authentic local
ingredients using unusual flavor combinations to create a reinvented way of
cooking and eating. Mexico from the Inside Out includes both sophisticated and
more accessible recipes to explain Enrique's philosophy, vision, and process. He is
fueled by a constant exploration of Mexico's ingredients and culinary history, and
inspired by his early family memories about food. This book goes beyond
stereotypes to reveal new possibilities of Mexican cuisine, which is now an
essential part of the international conversation about gastronomy. Features:
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–Over 65 recipes, each with an elegant photograph, from the sophisticated dishes
served at Pujol to more accessible casual dishes that he enjoys with his family at
home. –More than 100 atmospheric photographs capture the vivid mosaic of the
Mexican landscape while tip-in pages bring the reader up close to Enrique's vision
and philosophy about food. Mexico from the Inside Out is the latest addition to
Phaidon's bestselling and influential collection of cookbooks by the world's most
exciting chefs.
'Thomasina Miers is bringing a large slice of genuine Mexico to the mainstream'
"Independent"
An extraordinary journey, with recipes for free-range living To tie in with a
primetime six-part series on Channel Four.
The Art of Mexican Cooking
The Dumpling Sisters Cookbook
The Essential Cuisines of Mexico
Meat-free Mexican
Feel Good Food
Recipes to Warm the Heart (Not Burn the Tongue)
Smart, Seasonal Recipes for Hungry People

A guide to preparing a week's worth of meals for one person or a family in a
single day offers five seasons' worth of recipes as featured on the celebrity
chef's popular show.
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Inspired by her travels around the globe, Niki Webster gathers some of her
favourite recipes together into this rebellious new book. You won't find any
limp lettuce or boring old-school vegan dishes here. Expect to find all kinds
of awesomeness, such as mouth-watering spicy Indian crepes; baked
aubergine with cashew cheese and pesto; sweet potato, cauliflower and
peanut stew; and chocolate cherry espresso pots. While a number of vegan
and plant-based books focus on health, Rebel Recipes is unashamedly about
taste; it's all about pleasure, vibrancy and flavour – food for the soul. Niki's
delicious recipes are bought to life with photography from Kris Kirkham.
A New York Times Best Seller A Publishers Weekly Top Ten Cookbook (Fall
2014) "All my life I have wanted to travel through Mexico to learn authentic
recipes from each region and now I don’t have to – Margarita has done it for
me!" – Eva Longoria The first truly comprehensive bible of authentic Mexican
home cooking, written by a living culinary legend, Mexico: The Cookbook
features an unprecedented 700 recipes from across the entire country,
showcasing the rich diversity and flavors of Mexican cuisine. Author
Margarita Carrillo Arronte has dedicated 30 years to researching, teaching,
and cooking Mexican food, resulting in this impressive collection of Snacks
and Street Food, Starters and Salads, Eggs, Soups, Fish, Meat, Vegetables,
Accompaniments, Rice and Beans, Breads and Pastries, and Drinks and
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Desserts. Beautifully illustrated with 200 full‐color photographs, the book
includes dishes such as Acapulco‐style ceviche, Barbacoa de Pollo from
Hidalgo, classic Salsa Ranchera, and the ultimate Pastel Tres Leches, each
with notes on recipe origins, ingredients, and techniques, along with
contributions from top chefs such as Enrique Olvera and Hugo Ortega.
This title features recipes for light bites and nibbles, main courses and
desserts, all supplied by today's finest chefs. On top of that, the chefs share
tips and techniques to help the reader become a first class cook.
Paul Food
Easy Ideas for Every Day of the Week
100 Tested, Perfected, and Family-Approved Recipes
Over 100 Favourite Recipes From A Chinese Family Kitchen
Rebel Recipes
Simply Nigella
Tiny Food Party!
Benito's Hat aims to deliver everything that is exciting and fresh
about Mexican food to the people of Britain, banishing old perceptions
of heavy, greasy Tex Mex. From the beaches of Baja and Cancun to the
mountains of the Sierra Madre, Mexico has an incredible variety of
vibrant flavours to offer. All of this rich culinary culture has
inspired Benito's Hat's delicious burritos, tacos, soups and salads.
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Benito's Hat founder, Ben Fordham, and his Mexican chef Felipe Fuentes
Cruz have created a cookbook show-casing their favourite dishes from
the restaurant, plus many more from Felipe's collection of authentic
recipes. In this fabulous cookbook, you'll find Snacks &Starters;
Soups & Salads; Main Courses; Side Dishes; Salsas; Desserts; and
Drinks. Mouth-watering recipes include guacamole with homemade corn
tortilla chips, Benito's Hat burritos with beef birria, pico de gallo
and salsa brava, tacos with sautéed prawns, garlic and paprika,
refried beans with chorizo, Mexican flan and plenty of margaritas and
fruit juices. Felipe Fuentes Cruz was born in Puebla, Mexico and has
worked in the US, Spain and now London. While working in a Mexican
restaurant in 2006, he met Ben Fordham , who had fallen in love with
real Mexican food when he lived in Texas. They had the same dream of
bringing great Mexican food to London and in 2008, Benito's Hat was
born.
'My life has been filled with beautiful memories of food: hawker
noodle dishes eaten as a child in Malaysia, late-night suppers near my
apartment in Tokyo, the best grilled chicken from a Thai street
market, and my grandmother's famous Hainanese Chicken Rice. These
dishes all sit fondly in my memory, but they also tell their own
stories of rich tradition and culture. They are stories that are
centuries old, but which have not yet ended. With each new dish we
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make we add our own experiences and tastes. 'There is a Confucian
proverb that translates roughly to "Consider old things to understand
new things". This is the essence of the Two Asian Kitchens. The Old
Kitchen represents the traditional dishes of my history, while The New
Kitchen tells the next chapter in the story of the food I love.' Adam
Liaw
'Thomasina Miers is bringing a large slice of genuine Mexico to the
mainstream' Independent Eat your way around the markets of Mexico with
this collection of over 130 mind-blowing recipes from Thomasina Miers,
co-founder of the award-winning Wahaca restaurants. Inspired by the
flavours of Mexico but using ingredients easily found in Britain,
Wahaca - Mexican Food at Home is all about cooking authentic Mexican
food in your own kitchen. Mexican cooking is fresh, colourful and full
of flavour, with breakfasts to get you through the day, hearty
dinners, sensational puddings, and zingy cocktails. Follow Tommi on
her trip through the markets, cantinas and fiestas of Mexico to
discover recipes bursting with flavour you'll want to eat and share.
"Part of the balance of life lies in understanding that different days
require different ways of eating . . ." Whatever the occasion, food-in
the making and the eating-should always be pleasurable. Simply Nigella
taps into the rhythms of our cooking lives, with recipes that are
uncomplicated, relaxed, and yet always satisfying. From quick and calm
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workday dinners (Miso Salmon; Cauliflower & Cashew Nut Curry) to
stress-free ideas when feeding a crowd (Chicken Traybake with Bitter
Orange & Fennel) to the instant joy of bowlfood for cozy nights on the
sofa (Thai Noodles with Cinnamon and Shrimp), here is food guaranteed
to make everyone feel good. Whether you need to create some breathing
space at the end of a long week (Asian-Flavored Short Ribs), indulge
in a sweet treat (Lemon Pavlova; Chocolate Chip Cookie Dough Pots) or
wake up to a strength-giving breakfast (Toasty Olive Oil Granola),
Nigella's new cookbook is filled with recipes destined to become firm
favorites. Simply Nigella is the perfect antidote to our busy lives: a
calm and glad celebration of food to soothe and uplift.
Recipes from the world's top chefs celebrating 130 years of Maldon Sea
Salt
Bite-Size Recipes for Miniature Meals
Once Upon a Chef, the Cookbook
Wahaca
Cook
The Guilt-free Gourmet
Authentic recipes for burritos, tacos, salsas and more
Delicious modern recipes from Death by Burrito, the revolutionary Mexican eatery based at the Catch
bar in the heart of Shoreditch, with a new branch recently opened in central London. A far cry from
the Tex-Mex style of Mexican fast food, where cheese and mince dominate, the dishes in Death by
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Burrito put taste first - the truly exceptional range of starters, main meals and sides prioritises fresh,
vibrant flavours: Smoked Beef Short Rib Mole Tacos, Deconstructed Guacamole with Blue Corn
Tortillas and Crab Cakes also look stunning on the plate. To recreate the atmosphere of Death by
Burrito at home, the perfect tequila cocktail is essential: the legendary Taqueria Toreador Slushy is
sure to become a favourite.
Winner of the 2018 James Beard Foundation Cookbook Award in "International" category Finalist
for the 2018 International Association of Culinary Professionals (IACP) Book Awards A collection of
100 recipes for regional Mexican food from the popular San Francisco restaurant. The true spirit,
roots, and flavors of regional Mexican cooking—from Puebla, Mexico City, Michoacán, the Yucatán,
and beyond--come alive in this cookbook from Gonzalo Guzman, head chef at San Francisco
restaurant Nopalito. Inspired by food straight from the sea and the land, Guzman transforms simple
ingredients, such as masa and chiles, into bright and flavor-packed dishes. The book includes
fundamental techniques of Mexican cuisine, insights into Mexican food and culture, and favorite
recipes from Nopalito such as Crispy Red Quesadillas with Braised Pork and Pork Rinds; Toasted
Corn with Crema, Ground Chile, and Queso Fresco; Tamales with Red Spiced Sunflower Seed Mole;
and Salsa-Dipped Griddled Chorizo and Potato Sandwiches. Capped off by recipes for cocktails, aqua
frescas, paletas, churros, and flan—Nopalito is your gateway to Mexico by way of California. This is a
cookbook to be read, savored, and cooked from every night.
Over 100 deliciously fuss-free recipes from The Dumpling Sisters' Kitchen. Amy and Julie Zhang
have been entertaining and educating their thousands of followers on Youtube with their recipes for
deliciously easy homemade Chinese food - now THE DUMPLING SISTERS COOKBOOK brings you
more of the easy Chinese recipes and advice that those fans have been clamouring for. Dedicated to
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and destined to be adored by every Chinese food lover, this book is full of Chinese-food favourites,
impressive sharing dishes and even sweet treats that have been little acknowledged in a western
understanding of Chinese food - until now. This is Chinese home cooking at its best. The recipes are
structured as to give a gradual introduction to Chinese dishes, beginning with the simple; Best Ever
Fried Rice, and working up to the more elaborate Cracking Five-Spice Roast Pork Belly, and are
interspersed with the insider tips and tricks that the girls' Youtube fans adore. There is also a focus on
Chinese culture and eating etiquette (for perfecting those chopstick skills), including sharing menu
planner and a guide to shopping at the Chinese supermarket. Amy and Julie write with wit and gusto
- they are the perfect cooks to take any food lover on a journey to discover real Chinese cooking.
A Washington Post bestselling cookbook Become the favorite family chef with 100 tested, perfected,
and family approved recipes. The healthy cookbook for every meal of the day: Once upon a time,
Jenn Segal went to culinary school and worked in fancy restaurants. One marriage and two kids later
she created Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog that applies her tried and true chef skills with
delicious, fresh, and approachable ingredients for family friendly meals. With the authority of a
professional chef and the practicality of a busy working mom, Jenn shares 100 recipes that will up
your kitchen game while surprising you with their ease. • Helpful tips on topics such as how to season
correctly with salt, how to balance flavors, and how to make the most of leftovers. • Great recipes for
easy weeknight family dinners kids will love, indulgent desserts, fun cocktails, exciting appetizers, and
more. • Jenn Segal is the founder of Once Upon a Chef, the popular blog showcasing easy, family
friendly recipes from a chef's point of view. Her recipes have been featured on numerous websites,
magazines, and television programs. Fans of Chrissy Teigen, Skinnytaste, Pioneer Woman, Oh She
Glows, Magnolia Table, and Smitten Kitchen will love Once Upon a Chef, the Cookbook. With 100
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tested, perfected, and family approved recipes with helpful tips and tricks to improve your cooking. •
Breakfast favorites like Maple, Coconut & Blueberry Granola and Savory Ham & Cheese Waffles •
Simple soups, salads and sandwiches for ideal lunches like the Fiery Roasted Tomato Soup paired
with Smoked Gouda & Pesto Grilled Cheese Sandwiches • Entrées the whole family will love like
Buttermilk Fried Chicken Tenders • Tasty treats for those casual get togethers like Buttery Cajun
Popcorn and Sweet, Salty & Spicy Pecans • Go to sweets such as Toffee Almond Sandies and a
Classic Chocolate Lover's Birthday Cake
A Mexican Cookbook for Taqueria-Style Home Cooking
Wahaca - Mexican Food at Home Special Sales
Rick Stein: From Venice to Istanbul
Recipes from Seville and Beyond
Two Asian Kitchens
Over 300 delicious fuss-free recipes
Home Cook
A Gay Guy's Guide is a joyful celebration of life, love, family and friendship all
through the lens of delicious food. Join current MasterChef favourite and resident
gay guy Khanh Ong as he helps you rediscover how food can make you feel, how it
brings friends and family together and how it helps reconnect. Khanh shares his
favourite family recipes, passed down through generations and giving an insight
into his family history - Vietnamese classics such as prawn and pork spring rolls or
tamarind crab. There are recipes to make for (and with!) your mates - lazy
brunches, epic feasts, movie nights - as well as meals to help heal a broken heart,
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such as spaghetti for one and snickers tart. Khanh also includes the meals he loves
to cook to impress a new date, from Vegemite dumplings and sriracha and coconut
cauliflower to sticky date pudding. Or if you just feel like being basic and keeping
things simple, there are post-gym eggs, 3pm protein balls and the easiest fried
chicken ever. With more than 70 recipes and charming anecdotes about life, love,
family and dating, A Gay Guy's Guide is an explosion of fashion-led fun and
influence, delicious food and Khanh's distinctive tongue-in-cheek humour. As
Khanh says, food is more than just sustenance, it's love, it's loss and it's life.
After falling in love through their shared passion for food, Itamar Srulovich and
Sarit Packer launched Honey & Co., one of London's hottest new restaurants, in
2012. Since opening the doors, they have created exquisite dishes, delectable
menus, and an atmosphere that's as warm, inviting, and exotic as the food they
serve. Recipes include spreads and dips, exquisitely balanced salads, one-pan
dishes, simple fragrant soups, rich Persian entrees, the tagines of North Africa, the
Sofritos of Jerusalem, and the herb-infused stews of Iran. Honey & Co. brings the
flavors of the Middle East to life in a wholly accessible way, certain to entice and
satisfy in equal measure. "Honey & Co.'s food -- taking its cue from generations of
dedicated home cooks -- captures everything that is generous, hearty, and
delicious in the Middle East."-Yotam Ottolenghi
Just like great Mexican food, this Mexican cookbook begins at the source: classic
recipes, bold flavors, and fresh ingredients. Unless you live in a city known for its
Mexican food, finding good Mexican cuisine can be challenging--and finding the
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right Mexican cookbook might be even more difficult. For food writer and cookbook
author Jennifer Olvera, cooking traditional Mexican meals began as a labor of love.
As a working mother of 2, she wanted to recreate the traditional recipes she saw
flowing freely at family gatherings, but also knew that spending hours in the
kitchen wasn't practical. In Jennifer's first Mexican cookbook, Easy Mexican Food
Favorites: A Mexican Cookbook for Taqueria-Style Home Cooking, she shares the
Mexican cooking secret she finally discovered--all you need to enjoy delicious
Mexican food at home is some simple techniques, time-saving tips, and a gradual,
acquired instinct. Easy Mexican Food Favoritesis an all-in-one, easy-to-follow, learnas-you-go Mexican cookbook offering: 115 simple, hassle-free recipes, many of
which take less than 45 minutes to prepare Step-by-step instructions that teach a
variety of simple, effective, and fast Mexican cooking techniques Helpful cooking
tips for what to prep, what to make ahead, and what to swap if you're missing an
ingredient Easy Mexican Food Favorites: A Mexican Cookbook for Taqueria-Style
Home Cooking brings you all the Mexican food you love without all the fuss.
Whether you're in the mood for salsas and tamales or enchiladas and horchatas,
this Mexican cookbook has everything you need to get started.
'This is full of recipes which are fresh, fiery and fun. There is something so convivial
and energetic about Mexican food, which Thomasina captures so well.' YOTAM
OTTOLENGHI 'Meat-Free Mexican proves that you don't need meat to make bold,
tasty and exciting Mexican food, from the comfort of your own home. Thomasina
never fails to inspire and this book is no exception. I can't wait to try these dishes!'
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GORDON RAMSAY 'Recipes filled to the brim with bold, beautiful, colourful &
exciting flavours. Tommi has a real knack for creating happy making food. I want to
eat everything in this book.' SKYE GYNGELL 'Vegetable recipes to blow your mind
and thrill your tastebuds.' DIANA HENRY 'Thomasina Miers captures the dazzling
biodiversity of plant life that exists within Mexican cooking: herbs, zucchini
blossoms, chillis, wild mushrooms, and so much more come alive in these vibrant
recipes.' ALICE WATERS 'Every time I speak about food or life with Thomasina, she
radiates a passion that immediately makes you feel welcome and happy, I honestly
could not think of a better host than her. This book is a reflection of that
personality, dedication, curiosity and her quest to share great Mexican cooking in a
healthy way exploring what vegetables have to offer, I cannot wait to try it all!'
SANTIAGO LASTRA Heap flavour onto your plates and fill your kitchen with Tommi's
Mexican-inspired vegetarian and vegan recipes. Celebrating fresh, seasonal
vegetables, earthy pulses and bold herbs, this is an enticing collection of recipes
that are simple enough to cook every day and delicious enough to cook for feasts,
with seasonal and dairy-free swap-ins to cater for every month and diet. Starting
with breakfasts to savour, Tommi then moves through mouth-watering tacos,
spectacular salads, comforting enchiladas, dishes for speedy weeknight joy and a
range of crowd-pleasers, all to be laden with smoky salsas, fiery chilli oils and
earthy moles to layer texture and taste. With outrageously tempting cakes, tarts
and puddings, plus a whole host of thirst-quenching drinks to see you from first
light to sundown, there's something for everyone here.
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Recipes and Stories from Mexico's Culinary Capital
Traditional Mexican Cooking for Aficionados
Mexicana!: For the Love of Tacos, Nachos and All Things Fiesta
Mexico
A Gay Guy's Guide to Life Love Food
Soup Kitchen
Death by Burrito

This text offers a range of seasonal recipes that use locally-sourced, seasonal
ingredients. It presents recipes for starters, lazy brunches, a hearty main of meat,
fish or vegetables, or a sumptuous pudding; from moreish bruschettas to roast
partridge with mascarpone and thyme.
The Guilt-free Gourmet is for anyone whoʼs trying to eat more fruit and
vegetables and reduce their intake of sugar and saturated animal fats but isnʼt
willing to compromise on the flavor and enjoyment of their food. This cookbook is
not about denial; itʼs approach to cooking and eating simply swaps the “bad for
you” ingredients for natural and healthy alternatives that achieve the same
decadent results without the negative impact on our waistlines, energy levels,
health, and wellbeing. Recipes range from simple sharing plates for all the family
to Foods from Afar such as Thai curry and fiery Korean noodles to Japanese
tempura and Moroccan tagines. There are Light & Fresh dishes such as Globe
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Artichoke, Fennel & Arugula, as well as Comfort Food recipes including Beet
Burgers with Mustard Mayo and a velvety Eggplant & Tomato Gratin. With ideas
for Home Baking and Sweet Treats, Jordan and Jessica Bourke combine their
expertise as a chef and nutritional therapist to prove that you can have your cake
and eat it.
Divided into chapters by time of day, in Ciudad de México, chef Edson DiazFuentes takes the reader on a whirlwind tour of one of the most diverse cuisines
in the world, explored through the vibrant and bustling Mexico City. Inspired by
the culinary highlights of his childhood, Ciudad de México features favourites
such as Huevos Motuleños, Tacos de Pescado Estilo Baja, Pambazos, and
Oxtail Mole de Olla, accompanied by an array of cocktails including Margaritas
de Jamaica and Mezcal Sours. With a dedicated section to marinades, rubs, and
salsas, Ciudad de México contains everything you need to bring a touch of
Mexican flavour to everyday dishes, such as Edson's Beetroot and Pasilla Mixe
Ketchup. Designed for the home cook, Edson's handy substitution guides allow
you to capture the essence of Mexican cooking with readily available ingredients,
so it won't matter if you're short a tomatillo or two. A book evoking the flavour and
soul of Mexican hospitality, Ciudad de México unveils the complexities of the
cuisine and the rich food culture that unites this sprawling metropolis. Tied
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together with stunning location photography, this book is a must-have for any
home cook and culinary explorer.
INCLUDING RECIPES FROM JAMIE'S HIT CHANNEL 4 TV SHOW KEEP
COOKING FAMILY FAVOURITES Make everyday meals more exciting with the
No. 1 bestselling cookbook, featuring 120 exciting and tasty new recipes ̲
Jamie has done his research to find out exactly what we, as a nation, love to eat.
He's taken 18 of our favourite ingredients and created 7 new, easy and delicious
ways to cook them. We're talking about those meal staples we pick up without
thinking - chicken breast, salmon fillet, mince, eggs, potatoes, broccoli,
mushrooms, to name but a few. Jamie will share 7 achievable, exciting and tasty
ways to cook each of these hero foods, requiring minimal time, effort and a
maximum of only 8 ingredients. Jamie's fun, delicious and nutritious recipes
include: · Crispy Salmon Tacos · Prosciutto Pork Fillet · Pepper & Chicken
Jalfrezi · Mushroom Cannelloni · Beef & Guinness Hotpot · Broccoli & Cheese
Pierogi With everything from fakeaways and traybakes to family and freezer
favourites, you'll find bags of inspiration to help you mix things up in the kitchen.
Discover 7 Ways, the most straight-forward cookbook Jamie has ever written.
̲ Readers can't stop cooking from Jamie's brilliant 7 Ways: 'The new 5
Ingredients!' · 'By far the best cook book I have ever bought' 'Might just be the
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best Jamie book ever' · 'The best book ever' 'One of Jamie's best ideas' · 'The
best cook book I've owned' 'Best Jamie book ever' · 'My favourite Jamie Oliver
book' ̲ 'Easy, achievable and delicious; Oliver has created another failsafe cookbook for families and those of us who are stretched for time' Daily
Telegraph 'This is perfect for anyone stuck in a cookery rut and in need of some
inspiration' Daily Mail 'Simple, affordable and delicious food designed for all the
family' i 'Cooking dinner just got easier (and tastier) with Jamie's brilliant new
book 7 Ways' Mail on Sunday
Mexican Food at Home
Home Cooking from the Heart of Mexico
Nopalito
Mexican Food Made Simple
Wahaca - Mexican Food at Home
Oaxaca
A Mexican Kitchen [A Cookbook]
'An exhilarating compendium of ways to use chilli in your
cooking.' Guardian 'There's so much more to chillies than
fiery heat and this book proves it with its collection of
imaginative recipes.' Good Food "Most people think about
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chillies in terms of heat and their capacity to blow one's
head off. I think about how they can delicately pep up a
pile of silky aubergines, perhaps already spiced with
cardamom, cinnamon and faint dusting of cumin; how dark,
tobacco-flavoured chillies can add deep mysterious tones to
molten chocolate, how smoky chillies can add body to slow
cooked, unctuous stews and how smoked, sweet peppers can add
a note of earthiness to eggs, grilled flatbreads and sautéed
greens." Thomasina Miers Chillies can add excitement to the
simplest, most frugal ingredients. Chilli Notes is full of
recipes that excite and tantalise, comfort and warm. Forget
food that is simply there to knock you for six, this book
aims to seduce the reader with the power of this humble
fruit, even those who profess to loathe the slow burn.
Chilli Notes is packed with dishes that you can pull
together on a weekday night with ingredients you have lying
around. Without long lists of exotic ingredients to stand in
your way, Chilli Notes will show you how the chilli can be
your exotic bedfellow to add a wonderful, unusual note to
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your home-cooked family food.
A colorful celebration of Oaxacan cuisine from the landmark
Oaxacan restaurant in Los Angeles Oaxaca is the culinary
heart of Mexico, and since opening its doors in 1994,
Guelaguetza has been the center of life for the Oaxacan
community in Los Angeles. Founded by the Lopez family,
Guelaguetza has been offering traditional Oaxacan food for
25 years. The first true introduction to Oaxacan cuisine by
a native family, each dish articulates their story, from
Oaxaca to the streets of Los Angeles and beyond. Showcasing
the “soul food” of Mexico, Oaxaca offers 140 authentic, yet
accessible recipes using some of the purest pre-Hispanic and
indigenous ingredients available. From their signature pink
horchata to the formula for the Lopez’s award-winning mole
negro, Oaxaca demystifies this essential cuisine.
Few foods rival the feel-good factor of soup, whether a
hearty minestrone on a chilly evening, a cooling gazpacho in
the heat of summer, or the comforting tomato soup of
childhood memory. This rich collection brings together 100
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soup recipes from some of Britain's leading chefs and food
writers. From Jamie Oliver's Chickpea, Leak and Parmesan
Soup, to Rick Stein's Classic Fish Soup with Rouille and
Croutons, here are recipes for every mood and meal. And as
every culture embraces soup of some kind, the influences at
work here are wonderfully varied—Ken Hom's Tomato Ginger
Soup, Terence Conran's Borscht, Nobu's Seafood Miso with
Chorizo, and Sam and Sam Clark's Chestnut and Chorizo Soup,
to name but a few. Soup is surely the ultimate seasonal
food, and, reflecting this, the book is organized by time of
year, so that ingredients are easy to find and at their fullflavored best.
Real Mexican Food
Fabulously fiery recipes for chilli fans
The Wild Gourmets
Recipes and Stories from the Heart of Mexico City
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